
DANESCOURT CEMETERY

1. FULL EARTH GRAVES A, B, C, D, E, F, G, H, M, N
AND P SECTIONS

Type of memorial:
Flatstone/Free Standing Vase

Base/single tier must be 30" x 24"Size:

Top tier 24" x 18" (can be shaped):
Maximum thickness of ierany one t 4"
Maximum overall thickness 6"
Minimum thickness of each tier ¾”
Maximum of 2 tiers allowed

Vase: aximum ” squareM 8

Some of the original base stones on A, B and C
sections measured 36" x 27" with a 28"x 19" topper.
Please contact the Memorial Officer to clarify if a
memorial of this size will be allowed.

2. FULL EARTH GRAVES Q, R, S, T, V, W, Y, Z AND
MUSLIM SECTIONS

Type of memorial:
Flatstone/Other sculptural skills/Headstone/

Free Standing Vase

Size: Maximum width 42”
Maximum depth 22”

OVERALL HEIGHT INCLUDING BASE MUST NOT
0EXCEED 6 ”

The memorials on this section sit on a concrete plinth.
The plinths are 12" deep and the gravelled area in
front of the plinth is approximately 12". If the new
memorial base is over 12" deep and extends into the
gravelled area, the Monumental Mason shall provide
additional foundations to support the memorial as
approved by the Bereavement Services Manager.

No memorial to sit on kerb edging.

If a vase is in addition to main memorial it must be placed on top of existing memorial loosely.
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3. CREMATED REMAINS AX, CX, J, K AND X
SECTIONS

Type of memorial:
Flatstone/Free Standing Vase

Must be 24" x 18"Size: Base:
overall thickness 3"Maximum

Minimum thickness ¾”
Maximum of 2 tiers allowed

M 8Vase: aximum ” square

4. CREMATED REMAINS GOR SECTION

Type of memorial:
Headstone/ Other sculptural skills/Flatstone/
Free Standing Vase

Size: Maximum width 30"
Maximum depth 22"

OVERALL HEIGHT INCLUDING BASE MUST NOT
24EXCEED ”

The memorials on this section sit on a concrete plinth.
The plinths are 12" deep and the gravelled area in
front of the plinth is approximately 12". If the new
memorial base is over 12" deep and extends into the
gravelled area, the Monumental Mason shall provide
additional foundations to support the memorial as
approved by the Bereavement Services Manager.

If a vase is in addition to main memorial it must be placed on top of existing memorial loosely.
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5. BABIES SECTION MUSLIM SECTION

Type of memorial:
latstone/Other sculptural skills/Headstone/F

Free Standing Vase

Size: Maximum width 36”
Maximum depth 24”
Maximum height 24"
Book-set Maximum overall height 15"

Please note that the concrete plinth dimensions for
each grave is 12" deep. The gravelled area in front of
the plinth is approximately 12". If an existing
memorial base is over 12" deep, the Monumental
Mason shall provide additional foundations as
approved by the Bereavement Services Manager.

6. BABIES SECTION GRAVES 1 - 59

Type of memorial:
Flatstone

Base: Must be 24" x 18"Size:
Maximum overall thickness 3"

¾”Minimum thickness
Maximum of 2 tiers allowed

Vase: Maximum 8” square

7. BABIES SECTION GRAVES 60 - 108

Type of memorial:
Headstone/Flatstone/Other sculptural skills/
Free Standing Vase

Maximum width 36"Size:
Maximum depth 20"

OVERALL HEIGHT INCLUDING BASE MUST NOT
EXCEED ”24

N.B Please note that this section is unusual, as the
area for the memorial is a triangular shape, care
needs to be taken with the dimensions in order for the
memorial to fit on the allocated area. All permits
need to be checked by Memorials Officer before
being passed. Please telephone (01902) 554997 for
advice.

If a vase is in addition to main memorial it must be placed on top of existing memorial loosely.
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